
Illustration
at Clicky.
Let our creative team elevate 
and humanise your brand



A Picture Paints A Thousand Words

Want to take your brand to the next level? Want to stand out with something bespoke, 

something uniquely “you”, something different, something special? If you’re fed up of 

off-the-shelf icons, cheesy stock photography and boring same-y fonts, then we have 

the solution for you. Illustration could be the answer you’ve been looking for.



Why you should be using 
illustration in your project
Here are some reasons you might find 
it difficult to argue with:

Brings your project to life by adding heaps of personality

Illustration is eye-catching and will help you to stand out 

from the crowd

Illustrations are completely bespoke - no more off-the-shelf 

imagery for you!

Cost-effective way of producing imagery - often it will be 

cheaper than organising a photoshoot

Humanises your brand and allows you to connect with your 

audience on a more emotional level

You can demonstrate a level of precision, technique and 

care that can reflect your company values



Why should I choose illustration when 
I can just use stock photography?

Stock photography is taking over the web. Every 

website has the same cheesy smiles, the fake 

handshakes and the thumbs-up stock photos. It’s a 

world of staged situations and forced expressions. If 

that’s not enough to make you switch-off, we don’t 

know what is.

Stock photography has it’s place, and it can come 

in handy at times. With that said, you’re never 

going to stand out from the crowd if you use the 

same imagery as your competitors. What you need 

is something new and unique, that cuts through 

the mundane sameness of stock, and shouts your 

message out to the world, in your own voice.

Illustration is a great way to separate yourself from 

your competition, and it is still relatively under-used.

Illustration’s potential to communicate 
real messages about real values to real 
people is often underestimated

Illustration is uniquely personal. It allows you to 

connect with your audience on another level. You 

can create a personal connection with your target 

audience, rewarded by their trust and loyalty. It’s a 

concept of UX called “emotional design”, and here’s 

how it works...



Emotional Design
What it is and why it is important

Emotional design is a concept that is a big part of UX and, 

more specifically, user-centred design. You should be 

able to anticipate and influence your user’s emotions at 

different stages of the user journey if your product is going 

to be a success.

Allow your user to connect with your brand on a deeper, 

emotional level. Emotional design helps to humanise your 

product and minimise the difference between the user 

and the product. This builds trust, and makes the user feel 

more involved and invested in what they are doing.

The Perfect Example

By anticipating the way their users will feel at each 

stage of their user journey, MailChimp has been able 

to create fun, friendly illustrations that make the user 

experience more inviting and enjoyable.



Top brands using illustration
If it’s good enough for them...

Uber
Uber use illustration to enhance and strengthen their 

branding. They use their brand colours and a unique 

style to form a brand identity that expresses their values.

Slack
Slack’s new colourful illustrations make the task of 

collaboration in an office environment fun, youthful and 

vibrant, appealing to their millennial target market and 

encouraging them to connect with the brand.



Shopify
eCommerce platform, Shopify, utilise illustrations to simplify 

their user process. They characterise their users to make 

the interaction feel more human, reducing the gap between 

offline and online experiences for shoppers and sellers.

Google Digital Garage
Google uses illustration in a range of online applications.  

Their Google Digital Garage online course uses animated 

lessons and illustrations to make learning about the world 

of running an online business less scary and more enjoyable 

for the user. The bright illustrations are welcoming and 

encouraging, leading to higher user satisfaction.

Top brands using illustration
If it’s good enough for them...



“When it comes to design, what makes people happy is feeling 

connected, smart, and creative. Illustration has that power to evoke 

people’s emotions and deliver that message. It can turn an average 

product into something unique that create a memorable style that 

will live long in the memory of the users. [...] Aim to establish a 

memorable human connection, not just a business partnership.”

BetterDesign  /  Medium



How can I use illustration in my project?
Here are some applications you may not have considered.

Illustrated Maps

Whether you want to highlight landmarks around your 

premises or showcase attractions for your audience to 

visit, our illustrations will bring your map to life.

Backgrounds & Decoration

If you’re not so much a fan of the clean, minimal look, or if 

your brand requires a higher level of decoration, we can 

provide illustrations to liven up your web presence.



How can I use illustration in my project?
Here are some applications you may not have considered.

Handlettering

Tell a story of craftsmanship and authenticity by 

adding some hand-drawn typography to your project. 

This can really set you apart from the competition.

Bespoke Icons

Tired of using the same icons over and over, or need 

something specific that you can’t get your hands on? We 

can provide bespoke icons unique to your business.



How can I use illustration in my project?
Here are some applications you may not have considered.

Illustration Projects and Website Additions

Sometimes the addition of an illustration to a project can really 

lift it to another level. When we were working on a website for 

Kielder Winter Wonderland, a Christmas-themed event that takes 

place in the forests of Kielder Waterside Park every December, 

the decision to create additional illustrations to add to the website 

pages was a natural one.

The event is family-oriented and child-friendly, and the best way 

for us to get that across on the website was to include illustrations. 

They add a personal, child-like quality to the website and make it 

more engaging and interesting to the target audience.



Our Illustration Process.
Designing with your goals in mind

1.
Brief & Understanding 
the Project

Our illustrations are all done in-house 

by our design team. You will be able to 

communicate with Candy, Hayley and 

Rhian right the way through the process, 

from brief to completion. They will be 

aware of your goals for the project, and will 

create stunning, bespoke illustration work 

to enable you to achieve these goals.



2.
Sketching & Concept 
Ideation

Time for our creatives to get to work! 

Whether your final illustration is digital 

or print, we always start the process by 

sketching out ideas. This is a quick and 

easy way to see what works, what doesn’t, 

to play with ideas and get a better feel for 

the project. You can’t beat a good old pen 

and paper sketching session.

3.
Time to Go
Digital

Once you’re happy with your sketches we 

move into the digital space and create vector 

illustrations from the original sketches. This 

step makes sure the illustration is scalable and 

can be used at any size. It also allows us to 

create foundations on to which we can add 

colour, pattern, and other decorative elements 

you may widsh to include in your illustrations.



4.
Let’s get colourful

Colour brings illustrations to life. You can 

keep them on-brand and use your brand 

colours, or give them a personality of 

their own and get creative. We can create 

illustrations for print in CMYK colour and 

for web in RGB, dependent on your needs 

and your plans for your illustrations.

5.
Finishing up

When your illustration is coloured we can 

add some finishing touches. Patterns and 

textures can help the illustration to feel 

more authentic. We can add gradients and 

shading to bring your illustrations bang 

up-to-date. Once they’re done, they need a 

home! We can advise on how and where to 

use your illustrations, and add them to your 

website or printed materials as well.









Ready to take your brand to the next level?

Get in touch today to tell us about your project. We can’t wait to get started!

01244 605 617      |       hello@clicky.co.uk      |      www.clicky.co.uk
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